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Intended Use (1)
The membrane housing is designed in accordance with the standards of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME), Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section X
(body) and ASME VIII (metal parts)
It is designed for continuous long term use as a housing for spiral wound RO,UF or Nano
filtration elements to desalt and purify typical brackish or seawater.
Any standard 8inch membrane can be used with the corresponding Knappe interfacing
adapters.

Precautions (2)
Danger! The housings are designed to provide safe operation over a long service life if
properly installed, operated, and maintained. Membrane housings may cause loss of life,
severe bodily harm, or property damage if not correctly installed, operated, or
maintained.

Read and understand all guidelines given before attempting to open, service or
operate membrane housings.
Failure to follow these guidelines may result in malfunction and could result in potential
catastrophic failure. Misuse, incorrect assembly or use of damaged or corroded
components can result in catastrophic failure. It is mandatory that only qualified
technicians, experienced in servicing hydraulic systems work -in accordance with
the regulations- with pressurized housings/vessels.

Operation and Safety (2)
Follow all instructions.
No warranty will be applicable if the housings and the assembly parts have been subject
to any accident, faulty installation or misapplication of these Assembly and Operating
Instructions.
Never fill the membrane housing with compressible gases or hazardous media.
Fill the membrane housing pressure less at least 95% with water or other incompressible
media compatible with the membrane housing materials.
It is very important to vent all air from the membrane housing and membranes by
releasing the air through an open outlet. The feed pressure control and concentrate
control valves should be fully open. The system has to be flushed for a minimum of 30
minutes.
Use water at a low flowrate to flush the air out of the membranes and the membrane
housings. Flush at a gauge pressure of 30 – 60 psi (0.2 – 0.4 Mpa). Release the air
through a vent valve which should be at the highest point. All permeate and concentrate
flows should be directed to an appropriate waste collection drain during flushing.
Air that remains in the elements and/or in the membrane housings can cause great
damage, especially under high pressure, such as shock from a water hammer.
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Design Limits (3)
Operation of a housing outside its maximum operation limits (design pressure,
temperature) indicated on the housings body and head assembly will void the
warranty and could result in housing fatigue with possible catastrophic failure and
all its consequences.
Attention! Please check that the body ratings and the head ratings are identical !
The pressure rate for the permeate flow must not exceed 150PSI/10 bar
(unless otherwise certified)
– Do not pressurize the system until all heads and cross-tie bars have been secured.
– The heads, their connections or the membrane housing bodies shall not be used
as supports for external components.
– Piping manifolds and other fittings should be supported by a properly designed
system framework.
– Operating personnel should be discouraged from applying undue force to any
fittings connected directly to a membrane housing/vessel.
Provide over-pressure protection.
It is essential that over-pressure protection be provided such that the pressure to
which any housing is subjected cannot exceed 105% of max.operating pressure.
Relieve system pressure before working on the housing.
Do not work on any component under pressure! Check first that the pressure is
released to atmospheric pressure. Working on membrane housings that are under
pressure may result in death, bodily harm and/or property damage.
Never support other components with the membrane housing.
Unsupported manifolds attached on ports or use of the membrane housing as fixation for
any item may result in housing damage.
The total weight of the branch connection should not exceed:
- 6 kg on the feed/concentrate ports each
- 4 kg on the permeate port
Do not hard plumb any port of the housing. All connections of the membrane housing
must be connected with flexible couplings.
Make sure that all connections and heads of the membrane housings are fixed
properly.
Make sure that the retaining nuts have been tightened to the correct torque.
Before tightening ensure that the threads are cleaned. Use grease suitable for stainless
steel threads.
Never operate the housing in excess of its ratings.
Do not operate the housing at pressures and temperatures above the maximum or
below the minimum pressure rating and temperature. Failure to do so will void the
warranty, shorten the life of the membrane housing and may result in death,
personal injury or property damage.
Do not install or store the housing in direct sun light.
- Standard thermoplastics do not resist to continuous exposure to sunlight
- Uncontrolled local thermal expansion can cause damage
(see “Guidelines for Installation...” at the end of the manual)
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Accessibility
Membrane housings should be positioned within the system such that membranes
can be inserted at the upstream end and removed from the downstream end (i.e.
elements are installed and removed in the direction of feed flow).
Leave enough space in order to pull out the cross-tie bars (generally from the
permeate side)

Compatibility and Materials (4)
If the medium has different properties than water make sure that the medium does not
affect the materials in contact.
Check the media compatibility also with regard to the pH value in combination with
temperature and pressure.
Keep all materials not in contact with the medium dry and clean
Do not allow salt and chemicals to attack or corrode parts.
Catastrophic failure could result!
Inspect and maintain the housing regularly and replace deteriorated parts.

List of standard materials in contact with the medium:
Liner
Hea d
Back pl at eS ys te m
Seals

PVC/PP
PP/ (AL6 082 no medi um co ntac t)
HIPS/ PP/PV C/PP O
EPDM/TPE

Adapters
HP-Ports
Permeate Ports

HIPS/PP/PVC
316L (BW), Super duplex (SW)
PVC/PP

(these materials match the requirements of the EU for potable water)

Limitation of Responsibility (5)
Knappe Composites can assist the customer in determining the suitability of their specific
operating conditions in regards of the use of our standard membrane housings.
Do not hesitate to contact us. You find an indicative chemical compatibility list on our
website: www.knappecomposites.com
The final determination for compatibility with the specific conditions shall be the responsibility of the purchaser.

Delivery (5)
Make sure that delivery is complete and the label of the membrane housing is
matching with the packing list and other documentation.
Make sure that the membrane housings have not being damaged during transportation
or handling. Before installing a membrane housing in a system, check the marked
pressure rating on the membrane housing (body and head) to ensure that the pressure
rating is appropriate.
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Membrane Housing Body Installation (6)
Step 1 Inspect the body-in liner for scratches.
Step 2 Horizontal installation (2 to 8 housings in a horizontal row)
 Place the housing on the base/frame against a
stop for good alignment, with the Knappe logo
upright and the bar code on the top right.
 Place all further bodies in the same row with
the serial numbers on the same side and a gap
of 0.5mm (use a 0.5mm plate) in-between the
saddles
 You can place up to 4 rows on top (max
column height is 5 housings)
 All saddles shall be aligned.


Place the 4 supplied plugs in-between two
superposed mounts/saddles.



Dimensions and tolerances shall be respected
as indicated in the housing drawings

The first mounts/saddles (from the front cover
plate marked with the serial number) is firmly
glued to the membrane housing to prevent
slipping when mounting heads or membranes.
Step 3 Install the 4 tie bars
 Align the octagonal part of the tie bar with the octagonal hole of the front cover
plate.


Push the tie bars without mounted O-rings and without force through the housing
until the octagonal part of the tie bar touches the body-cover on the other side.
Than push the tie bar 10mm through the second cover plate by guiding the
octagonal part of the tie bar though the octagonal hole of the cover plate.



Place an O-ring in the inner groove of the
octagonal part of the tie bar sticking out 10mm
through the cover plate.



Push the tie-bar to the other side until the
octagonal part of the tie bar is sticking out 10mm
through the cover plate (glycerin can be used for
easier sliding) and place the second O-ring in the
inner groove of the octagonal part.



Push the tie bar back until the octagonal parts
stick out equally on each side. Place the O-rings at both ends of the octagonal
part of the tie bar in the outer groove. (O-ring size is 22 x 2.3mm)
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Sealing Plate Assembly (7)
Step 1 Inspect All Head Components
All head components should be free from scratches, foreign matter, or any sign of
damage. Examine each component for corrosion or damage that may affect the
performance of the housing. Replace any components that have corrosion or
visual damage. In addition, carefully inspect each gasket for damage or wear. It is
also recommended to replace all gaskets at the time of membrane replacement.
Gasket condition may affect system performance.
Use only glycerin for lubrication.

Step 2 install the lip ring compression bar (78BPL-BAR or
78BPL-BAR/CL) and the internal hp-port (78HPINT-Q3)
and into the sealing plate (78BPL-Q3).

Step 3 Install the lip ring (78LIP/XT) onto the sealing
plate (78BPL-Q3).
Install the lip ring showing the opening (V)
towards the inner side of the housing. Make
sure lip ring is completely seated on sealing
plate

Step 4 Install the o-ring onto the internal hp-port
(78HPINT-Q3)
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Step 5 Install the 2 distance plates (78BPLDIST-Q3)

Step 6 Install the head O-rings on the sealing plate
port and on the internal hp-port
All O-rings should be coated with a thin
layer of glycerin before installation.
Make sure that no chips, impurities or
scratches are in the groove.
Make sure that you use the O-ring provided
for the respective ports according to the
drawings.

Head / Sealing Plate Assembly (8)
Step 1
Assemble head (78HEAD-Q3) and sealing plate
set (A8BPL-Q3)
78HEAD-Q3BW
A8BPL-Q3
Please make sure that the ports of the sealing
plate set (A8BPL-Q3) are aligned with the holes in
the head (78HEAD-Qx) before pushing both units
together until no gap remains between the head
and the sealing plate set.
Step 2
Install the half-inch nut (78NUT05Z) on the lip ring
compression bar (78BPL-BAR or 78BPL-BAR_CL)
until a distance of about 1-3 mm is reached
between nut and head in order to be able to
easily install the head. assembly into the
membrane housing.
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Head / Membrane Housing Body Assembling (9)
Apply on the lip-ring a layer of
glycerin.









Clean the inside of the
membrane housing body
Apply glycerine to the ends of
the inside of the membrane
housing body (in liner ends).
Hold the head assembly with
both hands and slide it over
the tie bars until a gap of
approx. 15cm remains between the head assembly and the membrane housing
body.
Push the head assembly firmly into the end of the membrane housing body with
both hands until the head is correctly positioned and the tie bars are visible from
the outside.
Position the spring lock washer and nut on each tie bar
housing showing Q3 head for feed &
brine

Port coupler Installation (10)
There are:
-open port couplers for 4in heads
-open port couplers for 3in heads
-close port couplers for 3in heads

cross tie bar
closed port coupler
(A8PORTCOUP-Q3/CL)

open port coupler
(A8PORTCOUP-Q3)

closed k-port blind
(78KPORTBLIND-Q3)

Step 1
Place the port coupler in the
connecting hole of the head so that
the front seal faces the opposite head.
place the other coupler (on the
opposite head) with the flat side
visible to the front.
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Ports, K-Plates, Cross Tie Bars Installation (11)

Step 1 Assemble the high-pressure port (18HP-Q3BW)
Lubricate all O-rings with glycerin before installation.
Verify that no dirt is on the O-ring or groove upon
installation.
Make sure that you use the O-ring provided for the
respective connection according to the drawings.

Step 2 Install the high-pressure port (18HP-Q4BW) or
(18HP-Q3BW) and the low-pressure port
(18HP-Q3LP) into the head.
Do not twist or pinch the O-ring during installation.
Step 3 Install the closed blind port plate
(78KPORTBLIND-Q3) into the head.
Do not twist or pinch the O-ring during installation.

Step 4 Install the bearing plate (78KPL-Q3BW) onto the
head by slipping it over the installed port
Step 5 Push the 4 cross tie bars
(A8ZUGQUER/Mx/Q3BW) through the bearing
plate (78KPL-Q3BW) holes and heads until they
come out of the opposite bearing plate.
The cross-tie bars should stick out the same
distance on each side.
Step 6 Position the spring lock washers, washers and nuts
on each cross-tie bar and tighten the nuts with a torque wrench.
Before tightening, make sure that the threads are clean. Use a grease suitable for
stainless steel threads.
Tighten the nuts crosswise in increasing steps of 5 Nm.
Repeat this process until you achieve the same target value for each nut as
described under the next heading.
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Tie Bar and Cross Tie Bar, Tightening Sequence (12)

Step 1 Tighten the cross-tie bars.
Tighten the cross-tie
bar nuts with a
torque wrench as to
below table.
Step 2 Tighten the head tie bars.
Tighten the head tie
bars nuts with a
torque wrench as to
below table.
Step 3 After installing the head, tighten the half-inch nut on the lip ring compression bar
(78BPL-BAR or 78BPL-BAR/CL) with a torque wrench as shown in the table
below.

Tighten all the nuts with your torque wrench before pressurization of the system.

Torque cross tie bars
12Nm – max 15Nm for 1-4 housings - 16Nm – max 22Nm for 5-8 housings
Torque head tie bars
10Nm – max 12Nm for 1-4 elements - 12Nm – max 15Nm for 5-8 elements
Torque lip ring compression bar
4Nm – max 6Nm
Tighten the nuts cross-wise in order to assure equal torque.
Start first step with 5Nm and increase with steps of 5Nm until you reach the desired torque.
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Head Removal (13)
Step 1 Shut down the system respecting all steps necessary to relieve system
pressure.
Step 2 Unscrew entirely half-inch nut from the lip ring compression bar.
Step 3 With the optional head extraction tool (see picture above in point 12) which is
screwed onto the half inch thread of the lip ring compression bar up to 1mm from
the head, you can extract the entire head (78HEAD & A8BPL) by repeatedly
pushing or tapping the rod extraction mass forward. (Be careful not to overload
the thread of the lip ring compression bar).
It is recommended to remove the half-inch nut about 30 minutes before, so that
the lip seal decompresses and the entire head can be pulled out more easily and
with less force with the head extraction tool.

In case of difficulties in removing the heads from the membrane housings, the above instructions can be
applied as shown in the pictures.
In this case proceed as described above and remove only the
head without the sealing plate (we can supply special extraction
claws).
Remove the lip ring by hand or from soft material.
Do not use sharp tools.
If screwdrivers, knives or similar tools are used, there is a risk that
the surface of the liner or other plastic components and/or the lip
ring will be damaged and leakage will occur or may occur.
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Installation of Elements into the Membrane Housing (14)

78ADxx/XT and
78SPACER/XT

78ADxx/XT/C

- Insert the open adapter (78ADxx/XT)
in the first membrane
- Place the spacer (78SPACER/XT)
into the housing at the concentrate
side (50mm from body end)

BRINE SIDE

- Load the elements from the ‚Feed'
side.
- Insert the closed adapter
(78ADxx/XT/C) in the last membrane
- Install the brine head
- Install the feed head
Make sure that the membrane on the
brine side is touching the spacer and
the spacer the head otherwise the
feed-side head will not fit into the
housing.

BRINE HEAD
FEED HEAD

Installation of elements into the membrane housing with brine head first
installed
- Before installing the brine head
install the open permeate adapter
(78ADxx/XT) into the end plate

78ADxx/XT/C

78ADxx/XT

- Install the spacer, (78SPACER/XT)
- Load the elements
- Insert the closed adapter
(78ADxx/XT/C) in the last
membrane
- Push the membrane package
carefully into the membrane
housing until the first membrane
touches the head on the brine side.

FEED SIDE

FEED HEAD

78SPACER/XT

BRINE HEAD

- Install the feed head (assure that
there is enough room. Do not force!)
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Pressurization and Depressurization (15)
Before pressurizing or after installation or after preservation:
Carefully inspect the components and the liner for scratches, dirt or deposits.
Make sure that everything is clean.
--Some medium may cause corrosion under static conditions. Flushing with noncorrosive permeate is recommended.
--After opening the membrane housings flush the wetted surfaces with fresh water
and prevent deposits.
--Before installing elements make sure that any kind of dirt, deposits, etc. have
being removed.
--Loosen deposits carefully with a brush or a sponge in time.
--Flush away loosened deposits with fresh water. The head assembly, liner and spars
must be kept free from damage or corrosion.

Notes:
For installation of all gaskets like lip seals or O-rings lubrication by glycerin is required.
We do not give warranties for other lubricants.
---Never use lubricating agents, which may contain petrol or are made on a petrol basis.
---Do not use vegetable oil as well! A soft brush, sponge or lint free cloth should be used for
application of lubricant.
Warning! Do not work on any component under pressure!
Check first that all pressure is released to atmospheric pressure.
Pressurization of the membrane housing
Please follow carefully this manual, as well as the manuals of your membrane manufacturer,
your plant manufacturer and follow all applicable standards in pressure plant construction and
water treatment.
Pressurize the membrane housing in accordance with the element manufacturer’s
specifications.
Membrane housings should be pressurized slowly to avoid damage to membrane elements and
membrane housings components.
The feed pressure increase to the membrane housings should be less than 0.5 bar (7.25 psi) per
second to achieve a soft start.

Depressurization of the membrane housing
Creation of vacuum must be avoided during depressurization. Take the right precaution in plant
construction and operation to prevent vacuum or air being sucked back into the membrane
housings or membranes by a siphoning effect, suck-back or others.
Pressure must be reduced slowly in to avoid trapped gas to expand rapidly, causing small
ruptures or pitting on materials or O-ring surface.
Safeguard valves or vacuum breaker safety valves need to work, especially in case of nonscheduled shut-downs, e.g., because of a power failure, or emergency shut- downs.

Vacuum or trapped air can cause damage on membrane and membrane housings and
their components.
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Cleaning and Preservation (16)
Make sure that the chemicals used comply in the used concentration with HIPS, PP,
PVC, NORYL Stainless Steel, EPDM and TPE
WARNING! After any preservation you have to check the head system and the liner
before applying pressure.

Trouble Shooting (17) Leakage at low or no pressure condition.

--With increasing pressure, the leakage disappears.
Cause: Lip ring damaged.
Solution: Replace lip-ring.
--Leakage persists with increasing pressure
Cause: May be due to dirty surface and / or damaged lip ring.
Solution: Examine in liner for scratches.
Clean the surface and the lip ring.
Check the lip ring.
Replace lip ring if necessary.
Small scratches can be eliminated by sanding carefully
(grain 400 or more, wet type)
--Leakage increases with pressure and then suddenly stops.
Cause: Lip ring installed in wrong direction.
Solution: Open housing.
Mount lip ring the other way around.
(V- Side faces middle of pressure housing)

--Leakage increases with pressure.
Cause: Lack of lip ring.
Solution: Check if lip ring is installed.
If not, do install lip ring.
--At time of shutdown, limited leakage appears.
Cause: This may be due to drain of water and suction of air.
Solution: If this problem appears, please contact your supplier.
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Guidelines for Installation of Connecting Pipework, Manifolds/Collectors
on the Ports of the Membrane Housings (18)
Fig.1
shows an axial misalignment between two tubes.
D is the axial misalignment of two pipes face to face.
Follow precisely the technical installation manual and
specifications of the coupling manufacturer.
Failure to comply with these specifications will void the
warranty and may result in death,
personal injury or property damage.

Special measures must be taken to ensure a stress-free connection between the
connections of the membrane housing and the manifold / collector.
When connecting several membrane housings to the same manifold/collector, tensions may
occur due to tolerances of the tie bars and due to tolerances of the connection of the cross tie
bars, which are caused by different distances of the ports on the membrane housings (ask for
the data sheet of the membrane housing).
The expansion from port to port is Δ L <1mm per element at maximum allowable pressure and
temperature
Even if Xtype membrane housings have smaller tolerances in length between the ports and
less thermal and pressure elongation due to the tie bars compared to conventional membrane
housings, tolerances, thermal and pressure expansion of membrane housings, piping,
manifolds/collectors and welding offset which could be cumulative in either negative or positive
tolerances can create high misalignment, pipe end separation gaps and/or deflections.
Calculations are obligatory in order to take the right measures.
It is necessary to use grooved extensions (for example double nipples or bends) and
two flexible couplings between the membrane housings and the collectors or piping in
order to compensate tolerances as well as thermal and pressure expansions. Failure to
do so will void the warranty, shorten the life of the membrane housings and could result
in death, personal injury or property damage.

Flexible Coupling

Double Nipple

Port

It is necessary to mount the manifolds/collectors on a support that allows the
manifolds/collectors to be moved to facilitate the connection of the manifolds/collectors and the
membrane housing connections and to ensure further tension-free connection under pressure
and temperature fluctuations.
TO NOT HARD PLUMB THE PORTS OF THE MEMBRANE HOUSINGS TO THE
MANIFOLDS/COLLECTORS
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